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Task: Grammar Placement Test: Choose the best answer 
1. Simon .... very tall. 

a. is              

 b. are           

c. has 

19. By the time you get this letter I ... . 

a. will have left 

b. am going to leave 

c. would leave 

2. She .... like football very much. 

a. don't 

b. doesn't 

c. hasn't 

20. [A]: What are you doing tonight? [B]: I'm not sure, I .... to the cinema. 

a. will go 

b. would go 

c. might go 

3. How .... does one lesson cost? 

a. many 

b. much 

c. is 

21. Simon forgot .... the lights before he left. 

a. turn off 

b. turning off 

c. to turn off 

c. did go 

4. There .... a big supermarket next to my house. 

a. is 

b. are 

c. have 

22. It's no use .... to him. He doesn't listen. 

a. to speak 

b. spoke 

c. speaking 

5. I ... agree with you. 

a. doesn't 

b. haven't 

c. don't 

23. Karla was offered the job .... having poor qualifications. 

a. despite 

b. although 

c. even though 

6. Neil can't ... tennis. He's broken his arm. 

a. to play 

b. playing 

c. play 

24. The offer was too good for David to turn .... . 

a. off 

b. down 

c. away 

7. .... some more tea? 

a. Would you like         

b. Do you like            

c. You'd like 

25. Eric's father ordered him .... out late again. 

a. not to stay 

b. not stay 

c. not staying 

 8. Last week we ... To Warsaw. 

 

a. go           b. went           c. goes 

26. If only I .... to the barbecue instead of staying at home. 

a. went 

b. had gone 

9. I .... the film we saw at the cinema onWednesday. 

a. doesn't like          

b. haven't liked          

c. didn't like 

27. Not only .... to London but she also visited many other places in England. 

a. she went 

b. went she 

c. did she go 

10. Magdalene .... in England for her holidays last year. 

a. was             

b. were            

c. is 

28. My sister .... regretted turning down the chance of studying at the Teacher 

Training College in Madrid. 

a. entirely 

b. bitterly 

c. absolutely 

11. My mother .... never been to a cricket match. 

a. hadn't             

b. haven't           

c. has 

29. Now remember, you .... the test until the teacher tells you to. 

a. are not starting 

b. are not to start 

c. haven't started 

12. Joanna .... her new mobile phone. 

a. is losing 

b. loses 

c. has lost 

30. She wasn't .... to reach the ceiling. 

a. tall enough 

b. so tall 

c. as tall 

13. .... ever seen a comet? 

a. Did you              

b. Have you             

c. Do you 

31. He was thought .... the disease in Hong Kong. 

a. to catch 

b. catching 

c. to have caught 

14. If I were rich, I .... buy a huge farm in Somerset. 

a. will            

b. shall           

c. would 

32. My flat .... as soon as possible. It's in an awful state. 

a. needs redecorating 

b. to redecorate 

c. redecorated 

15. They .... pass their exam if they studied hard. 

a. would          

b. will             

c. did 

33. He eventually managed .... the door by kicking it hard. 

a. open 

b. opening 

c. to open 

16. I wish I .... play a musical instrument. 

a. can 

b. could 

c. should 

34. There's no point .... staying up all night if your exam is tomorrow. 

a. on 

b. with 

c. in 

17. When Gregory arrived at the disco, Elena .... . 

a. already left 

b. has already left 

c. had already left 

35. Rarely .... meat. 

a. I eat 

b. do I eat 

c. I have eaten 

18. If I .... on holidays to Poland, I wouldn't have met Donata. 

a. didn't go 

b. haven't gone 

c. hadn't gone 
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Chapter Two: Reading Comprehension 
  

Type of Problems in Reading Comprehension: 

1. Previewing, 2. Reading for main ideas, 3. Using context for vocabulary, 4. Scanning for details, 
5. Making inferences, 6. Identifying exceptions, 7. Locating references, 8. Referring to the passage, 
9. Reading faster. 
     

1)) Previewing )المراجعة( 

Research shows that it is easier to understand what you are reading if you begin with a general idea of what 

the passage is about. Previewing helps you form a general idea of the topic in your mind. To preview, read the 

first sentence of each paragraph and the last sentence of the passage. You should do this as quickly as possible. 

Remember, you are not reading for specific information, but for an impression of the topic. 

EXERCISE 

DIRECTIONS: Preview the following passage Focus on the first sentence in each paragraph and the last 

sentence of the passage.  

A black hole is a region of space created by the total gravitational collapse of matter. It is so 
intense that nothing, not even light or radiation, can escape. In other words, it is a one way surface 
through which matter can fall inward but cannot emerge. 

Some astronomers believe that a black hole may be formed when a large star collapses inward 
from its own weight. So long as they are emitting heat and light into space, stars support themselves 
against their own gravitational pull with the outward thermal pressure generated by heat from nuclear 
reactions deep in their interiors. But if a star eventually exhausts its nuclear fuel, then its unbalanced 
gravitational attraction could cause it to contract and collapse. Furthermore, it could begin to pull in 
surrounding matter, including nearby comets and planets, creating a black hole. 
Q) Can you identify the topic? 
(a) astronomy in space  (b) black hole  (c) stars  (d) holes 
2)) Reading for Main Ideas )القراءة لالفكار االساسية( 

By previewing, you can form a general idea of what a reading passage is about; that is, you identify the topic. By 

reading for main ideas, you identify the point of view of the author—that is, what the writer thesis is. 

Specifically, what does the author propose to write about the topic? If you could reduce the reading to one 

sentence, what would it be? Questions about the main idea can be worded in many ways. For example, the 

following questions are all asking for the same information:  
(1) What is the main idea? (2) What is the subject? (3) What would be a good title? 
EXERCISE 

DIRECTIONS: The main idea usually occurs at the beginning of a reading passage. Look at the first two 

sentences in the following passage. Can you identify the main idea? What would be a good title for this 

passage?  

     For more than a century, despite attacks by a few opposing scientists, Charles Darwin's theory of 
evolution by natural selection has stood firm. Now, however, some respected biologists are beginning to 
question whether the theory accounts for major developments such as the shift from water to land 
habitation. Clearly, evolution has not proceeded steadily but has progressed by radical advances. Recent 
research in molecular biology, particularly in the study of DNA, provides us with a new possibility. Not 
only environmental change but also genetic codes in the underlying structure of DNA could govern 
evolution. 
The main idea: Criticism of Darwin's theory 
3)) Using Contexts for Vocabulary )استخدام المضمون اليجاد المفردات( 

Before you can use a context, you must understand what a context is. In English, a context is the combination 

of vocabulary and grammar that surrounds a word. Context can be a sentence or a paragraph or a passage. 

Context helps you make a general prediction about meaning. If you know the general meaning of a sentence, you 

also know the general meaning of the words in the sentence. 

Making predictions from contexts is very important when you are reading a foreign language. In this way you 

can read and understand the meaning of a passage without stopping to look up every new word in a dictionary.  
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EXERCISE 

DIRECTIONS: Read the following passage, paying close attention to the underlined words.  
Can you understand their meanings from the context without using a dictionary?  
 

     At the age of sixty-six, Harland Sanders had to auction off everything he owned in order to pay his 
debts. Once the successful proprietor of a large restaurant, Sanders saw his business suffer from the 
construction of a new freeway that bypassed his establishment and rerouted the traffic that had 
formerly passed. 
     With an income of only $105 a month in Social Security, he packed his car with a pressure cooker, 
some chickens, and sixty pounds of the seasoning that he had developed for frying chicken. He stopped 
at restaurants, where he cooked chicken for owners to sample. If they liked it, he offered to show them 
how to cook it. Then he sold them the seasoning and collected a royalty of four cents on each chicken 
they cooked. The rest is history. Eight years later. There were 638 Kentucky Fried Chicken franchises, 
and Colonel Sanders had sold his business again—this time for over two million dollars. 
 
4)) Scanning for Details )مسح القطعة الغراض التفاصيل( 

After reading a passage, you will be expected to answer a number of questions. Most of them are multiple-

choice. First, read a question and find the important content words. Content words are usually nouns, verbs, or 

adjectives. They are called content words because they contain the content or meaning of a sentence. 

Next, let your eyes travel quickly over the passage for the same content words or synonyms of the words. This 

is called scanning. By scanning, you can find a place in the reading passage where the answer to a question is 

found. Finally, read those specific sentences carefully and choose the answer that corresponds to the meaning 

of the sentences you have read. 

 

EXERCISE 

DIRECTIONS: First, read the following passage. Then, read the questions after the reading passage, and look 

for the content words. Finally, scan the passage for the same words or synonyms. Can you answer the 

questions?  

 

     To prepare for a career in engineering, a student must begin planning in high school. Mathematics and 
science should form the core curriculum. For example, in a school where sixteen credit hours are required 
for high school graduation, four should be in mathematics, one each in chemistry, biology, and physics. 
The remaining credits should include four in English and at least three in the humanities and social 
sciences. The average entering freshman in engineering should have achieved at least a 2.5 grade point 
average on a 4.0 scale in his or her high school. Although deficiencies can be corrected during the first 
year, the student who needs additional work should expect to spend five instead of four years to 
complete a degree. 
 

Questions: 

1. What is the average grade point for an entering freshman in engineering?                  
2. When should a student begin planning for a career in engineering?                         
3. How can a student correct deficiencies in preparation?                                    
4. How many credits should a student have in English?                                     
5. How many credits are required for a high school diploma? 
 

5) Making Inferences )عمل استنتاج( 

Sometimes, in a reading passage, you will find a direct statement of fact. That is called evidence. But other 

times, you will not find a direct statement. Then you will need to use the evidence you have to make an 

inference. An inference is a logical conclusion based on evidence. It can be about the passage itself or about 

the author's viewpoint. 
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EXERCISE 

DIRECTIONS: First, read the following passage. Then, read the questions after the passage, and make 

inferences. Can you find the evidence for your inference in the reading passage?  

     When an acid is dissolved in water, the acid molecule divides into two parts, a hydrogen ion and 
another ion. An ion is an atom or a group of atoms that has an electrical charge. The charge can be 
either positive or negative. If hydrochloric acid is mixed with water, for example, it divides into 
hydrogen ions and chlorine ions. 
     A strong acid ionizes to a great extent, but a weak acid does not ionize so much. The strength of an 
acid, therefore, depends on how much it ionizes, not on how many hydrogen ions are produced. It is 
interesting that nitric acid and sulfuric acid become greatly ionized whereas boric acid and carbonic acid 
do not. 
 

Questions: 

1- What kind of acid is sulfuric acid? 
(a) Strong    
(b) (b) weak  

2- What kind of acid is boric acid? 
(a) Strong   
(b) (b) weak 

 

6)) Identifying Exceptions )تحديد المستثنى( 

After reading a passage, you will be asked to select from four possible answers the one that is NOT mentioned 

in the reading. Use your scanning skills to locate related words and phrases in the passage and the answer 

choices. 

EXERCISE 

DIRECTIONS: First, read the following passage. Then, read the question after the reading passage. Last, scan 

the passage again for related words and phrases. Try to eliminate three of the choices.  

     All music consists of two elements—expression and design. Expression is inexact and subjective  and 
may be enjoyed in a personal or instinctive  way. Design, on the other hand, is exact and must be 
analyzed objectively in order to be understood and appreciated. The folk song, for example, has a 
definite musical design that relies on simple repetition with a definite beginning and ending. A folk song 
generally consists of one stanza of music repeated for each stanza of verse. 
     Because of their communal and usually uncertain origin, folk songs are often popular verse set to 
music. They are not always recorded and tend to be passed on in a kind of musical version of oral 
history. Each singer revises and perfects the song. In part as a consequence of this continuous revision 
process, most folk songs are almost perfect in their construction and design. A particular singer's 
interpretation of the folk song may provide an interesting expression, but the simple design that underlies 
the song itself is stable and enduring. 
Question: 

1. All of the following are true of a folk song EXCEPT 
(A) there is a clear start and finish    
(B) the origin is often not known 
(C) the design may change in the interpretation     
(D) simple repetition is characteristic of its design 
 

7)) Locating References )تحديد مصدر الضمير(  

After reading a passage, you will be asked to find the antecedent of a pronoun. An antecedent is a word or 

phrase to which a pronoun refers. Usually, you will be given a pronoun such as "it," "its," "them," or "their," and 

you will be asked to locate the reference word or phrase in the passage. 

First, find the pronoun in the passage. Then read the sentence using the four answer choices in place of the 

pronoun. The meaning of the sentence in the context of the passage will not change when you substitute the 

correct antecedent. 
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EXERCISE 

DIRECTIONS: First, find the pronoun in the following passage. Next, start reading several sentences before 

the sentence in which the pronoun is found, and continue reading several sentences after it. Then, substitute 

the words or phrases in the answer choices. Which one does not change the meaning of sentence? 

  

     The National Road, also known as the Cumberland Road, was constructed in the early 1800s to 
provide transportation between the established commercial areas of the East and Northwest Territory. 
By 1818, the road had reached Wheeling, West Virginia, 130 miles from its point of origin in 
Cumberland, Maryland. The cost was a monumental thirteen thousand dollars per mile. 
     Upon reaching the Ohio River, the National Road became one of the major trade routes to the 
western states and territories, providing Baltimore with a trade advantage over neighboring cities. In 
order to compete, New York state authorized the construction of the Erie Canal, and Philadelphia 
initiated a transportation plan to link it with Pittsburgh. Towns along the rivers, canals, and the new 
National Road became important trade centers. 
 

Questions: 

1. The word its in line 3 refers to 
(A) the Northwest Territory  (B) 1818 (C) the road  (D) Wheeling, West Virginia 
2. The word it in line 8 refers to 
(A) plan   (B) construction (C) canal (D) transportation 
 
8)) Referring to the Passage )االشارة الى القطعة( 

After reading the passage, you will be asked to find certain information in the passage, and identify it by line 

number or paragraph. First, read the question. Then refer to the line numbers and paragraph numbers in the 

answer choices to scan for the information in the question. 

 

EXERCISE 

DIRECTIONS: First, read the following passage. Then, refer back to the passage. Can you find the correct 

reference?  

 

     In September of 1929, traders experienced a lack of confidence in the stock market's ability to 
continue its phenomenal rise. Prices fell. For many inexperienced investors, the drop produced a panic. 
They had all their money tied up in the market, and they were pressed to sell before the prices fell even 
lower. Sell orders were coming in so fast that the ticker tape at the New York Stock Exchange could not 
accommodate all the transactions. 
     To try to reestablish confidence in the market, a powerful group of New York bankers agreed to pool  
their funds and purchase stock above current market values. Although the buy orders were minimal, they 
were counting on their reputations to restore confidence on the part of the smaller investors, thereby 
affecting the number of sell orders. On Thursday, October 24, Richard Whitney, the Vice President of 
the New York Stock Exchange and a broker for the J.P. Morgan Company, made the effort on their 
behalf. Initially, it appeared to have been successful, then, on the following Tuesday, the crash began 
again and accelerated. By 1932, stocks were worth only twenty percent of their value at the 1929 high. 
The results of the crash had extended into every aspect of the economy, causing a long and painful 
depression, referred to in American history as the Great Depression. 
Questions: 

1. Where in the passage does the author refer to the reason for the stock market crash? 
(a) line 1-2 (b) line 5 (c) line 7 (d) line 15 

 
2. Where in the passage does the author suggest that there was a temporary recovery in the stock 
market? 

(a) line 1 (b) line 6 (c) line 11 (d) line 14 
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9))  Reading Faster )القراءة السريعة( 

Read the following passage, using the skills you have learned, preview, read for main ideas, and use contexts for 

vocabulary. To read faster, read phrases instead of words. Try to see an entire line of text when you focus 

your eyes on the passage. Scan for details and evidence. Make inferences. 

      

      Jazz is an improvisational form of music that originated in the southern United States after the 
Civil War. Although its origins and history are somewhat vague, we know that it began as the musical 
expression of black people who had formerly been slaves, combining hymns, spirituals, and traditional 
work songs into something quite new. The style was a blend of the rhythms brought to America by the 
Africans who were as slave labor and the popular music of the era   that featured the ragtime piano. The 
term jazz itself is of obscure and possible nonmusical origin, but it was first used to describe this 
particular kind of musical expression in about 1915. 
     A jazz band commonly includes four to twelve musicians with a relatively large proportion of the 
group in the rhythm section. Customarily, there are a drummer, a bass player, and a pianist. Often 
there is also a banjo player or guitarist. In traditional jazz, the clarinet, trumpet, and trombone carry 
the melody. In more modern jazz, the saxophone, violin, and flute may also be included in the melody 
section. Some jazz bands employ a blues singer. Most jazz is premised on the principle that an almost 
infinite number of variations can accommodate themselves to a progression of chord that can be repeated 
indefinitely to feature an improvisation by solo instruments or vocalists. For example, while the trumpet 
plays the melody, the clarinet might embellish and invent compatible melodies around the original theme. 
Such improvisation is a test of the jazz musician's skill and is referred to as tone color. 
     Jazz first became popular outside the United States in the 1920s when jazz bands began to record, 
distribute, and even export their recordings to Europe. Since jazz is improvisational, it does not exist in 
the form of printed scores, and recorded performances were and still are the best way of preserving the 
music. A very basic library of recorded jazz would include work by such classic artists as Jelly Roll 
Morton, Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Count Basie, and Billie Holiday, Theirs is probably America's 
most unique and most important contribution to the musical world, although a few contemporary artists 
are keeping the tradition alive. 
 
Questions: 
1- What is the main topic of the passage? 

(a) music in America 
(b) classical art 
(c) jazz 
(d) traditional music 

  
2- What is the meaning of the underlined word "blend" in the passage? 

(a) mixture 
(b) vary 
(c) spicy 
(d) flavor 

 
3- The music jazz was first heard  

(a) in Europe      
(b) in Africa   
(c) in south America   
(d) in North America 

 
4- The author mentions all of the following as characteristics of jazz EXCEPT: 

(a) a large number of percussion instruments   
(b) a printed score for the music 
(c) a melody played by the trumpet    
(d) a ragtime piano   
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Task: Now Practice …. 
Q1) Read the passage carefully:  

   Beware of those who use the truth to deceive. When someone tells you something that is true, but 
leaves out important information that should be included, he can create a false impression. 
  For example, someone might say, “I just won a hundred dollars on the lottery. It was great. I took 
that dollar ticket back to the store and turned it in for one hundred dollars!”  
  This guy’s a winner, right? Maybe, maybe not. We then discover that he bought two hundred tickets, 
and only one was a winner. He’s really a big loser! 
  He didn’t say anything that was false, but he deliberately omitted important information. That’s called 
a half-truth. Half-truths are not technically lies, but they are just as dishonest. 
  Untrustworthy candidates in political campaigns often use this tactic. Let’s say that during Governor 
Smith’s last term, her state lost one million jobs and gained three million jobs. Then she seeks another 
term. One of her opponents runs an ad saying, “During Governor Smith’s term, the state lost one million 
jobs!” That’s true. However an honest statement would have been, “During Governor Smith’s term, the 
state had a net gain of two million jobs.”  
  Advertisers will sometimes use half-truths. It’s against the law to make false claims so they try to 
mislead you with the truth. An ad might boast, “Nine out of ten doctors recommend Yucky Pills to cure 
nose pimples.” It fails to mention that they only asked ten doctors and nine of them work for the Yucky 
Corporation. 
  This kind of deception happens too often. It’s a sad fact of life: Lies are lies, and sometimes the truth 
can lie as well.   
A/ Answer the following questions with information from the passage above.  

1. Which statement is true according to the above passage? 
a. Whenever people tell the truth, they are really lying. 

b. You can’t trust gamblers. 

c. All governors help their states. 

d. The truth can be used in dishonest ways. 

2. The underlined word “deceive” in the first paragraph is closest in meaning to 
  a. removing one’s teeth in public 

       b. ignore warnings 

       c. fool 

       d. repair 

3. What is the meaning of half truths? 
a. telling the truth 

b. giving full information 

c. lying 

d. giving dishonest information 

4.  According to the passage  
       a. half truths are good. 

       b. it is better not to tell the whole truth.  

       c. sometimes there is a lie in the truth.  

       d. half truth can create a good impression. 

5. The man of the tickets 
           a. is a real winner. 

           b. is not a winner. 

           c. is a politician. 

           d. told the truth. 

B/ Attempt the following with information from the passage above. 

1. Give a suitable title to the passage. 

2. In no more than three lines, summarize the main ideas of the passage using your own words. 

3. Give the meaning of the underlined word “omitted “in the fourth paragraph. 

4. What does the author want people to do? 

5. The underlined pronoun “It” in the sixth paragraph refers to… 
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Q2) Read the following passage and answer the questions: 
      Today's cars are smaller, safer, cleaner, and more economical than their predecessors, but the car 
of the future will be far more pollution-free than those on the road today. Several new types of 
automobile engines have already been developed that run on alternative sources of power, such as 
electricity, compressed natural gas, methanol, steam, hydrogen, and propane. Electricity, however, 
is the only zero-emission option presently available. 
      Although electric vehicles will not be truly practical until a powerful, compact battery or other 
dependable source of current is available, transportation experts foresee a new assortment (تشكيلة)  
of electric vehicles entering everyday life: shorter-range commuter (مسافر يومي) electric cars, 
three-wheeled neighborhood cars, electric delivery vans, bikes, and trolleys. 
      As automakers work to develop practical electrical vehicles, urban planners and utility engineers are 
focusing on infrastructure (بنية تحتية)  systems to support and make the best use of the new cars. Public 
charging facilities will need to be as common as today's gas stations. Public parking spots on the street or 
in commercial lots will need to be equipped with devices that allow drivers to charge their batteries while 
they shop, dine, or attend a concert. To encourage the use of electric vehicles, the most convenient 
parking in transportation centers might be reserved for electric cars. 
      Planners foresee (تنبئ)  electric shuttle buses, trains, buses, and neighborhood vehicles all meeting at 
transit centers that would have facilities for charging and renting. Commuters will be able to rent a 
variety of electric cars to suit their needs: light trucks, one-person three-wheelers, small cars, or 
electric/gasoline hybrid (مزيج)  cars for longer trips, which will no doubt take place on automated 
freeways capable of handling five times the number of vehicles that can be carried by a freeway today. 
1. The following electrical vehicles are all mentioned in passage EXCEPT 

(A) vans (B) trains (C) planes (D) trolleys 

2. The authors’ purpose in the passage is   

(A) criticize conventional vehicles    

(B) support the invention of electrical cars 

(C) narrate a story about alternative energy vehicles  

(D) describe the possibilities for transportation in the future 

3. The passage would most likely be followed by details about 

(A) automated freeways  (B) pollution restrictions in the future 

(C) the neighborhood of the future (D) electric shuttle buses 

4.  The word "compact" in line 6 is closest in meaning to 

(A) long-range  (B) inexpensive  (C) concentrated (D) square 

5.  In the second paragraph the author implies that 

(A) a dependable source of electric energy will eventually be developed 

(B) everyday life will stay much the same in the future 

(C) a single electric vehicle will eventually replace several modes of transportation 

(D) electric vehicles are not practical for the future 

6.  According to the passage, public parking lots of the future will be 

(A) more convenient than they are today (B) equipped with charging devices 

(C) much larger than they are today   (D) as common as today's gas stations 

7.  This passage would most likely be found in a 

(A) medical journal    (B) history book    (C) popular psychology periodical      (D) textbook on urban planning 

8.  The word "charging" in this passage refers to 

(A) electricity (B) credit cards (C) aggression  (D) lightening 

9.  The word "foresee" in line 7 could best be replaced with 

(A) count on  (B) invent  (C) imagine  (D) rely on 

10.  The word "Commuters" in line 17 refers to 

(A) daily travelers (B) visitors  (C) cab drivers  (D) shoppers 

11.  The word "hybrid" in line 19 is closest in meaning to 

(A) combination  (B) hazardous  (C) futuristic  (D) automated 
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Chapter Three: Language functions   
1. Purpose الغرض 

For/ so as to/ in order to/ to 

 جملة الحدث األول كما هي+  for+ في جملة الحدث الثاني  ingفعل + تكملة الحدث الثاني 

She cut the meat. She used a knife .  

She used a knife for cutting meat. 

 الحدث األول+   , in order toso as to+ مصدر الحدث الثاني + تكملة الحدث الثاني 

She used a knife so as to cut the meat. 

She used a knife in order to cut the meat . 

she used a knife to cut the meat. 

 
Q/ Respond to the following situation: 
Bolt trains hard . He wants to win the race. (purpose: use so as to)  

They needed free weights . They wanted to strengthen their muscles (purpose : for )  

 

2. Ability القدرة 

Can/ could  

 Can                              show ability in the present .1        تبين القدرة  في الزمن الحاضر

 Could                           show ability in the past .2      تبين القدرة  في الزمن الماضي

Can you play tennis?  

Yes, I can.            ( I can play tennis  =     I am able ) 

No, I can’t.         ( I can’t play tennis =   I am unable )                  

Could You play tennis? 

Yes, I could.                ( I could play tennis =  I was able)  

No, I couldn’t .           ( I couldn’t play tennis last week = I was unable  )  

  
Q/ Respond to the following situation:  
Describe your friend’s ability to swim in the sea using: can.  

Express your ability to ride a horse when you were five years old using : can’t.  

 

3. Apologizing االعتذار 

Sorry/ I’m sorry/I apologize/ my apologies  

 

1. for not catching a phrase. 

 pardon ? 

 sorry , come again?  

2.  for being late. 

 I’m sorry for being  late.  

3.  for not attending the lecture. 

 I’m sorry I can’t attend the lecture.  

4.  for losing , dropping , breaking ( something )  

I’m (so/very/really/ deeply/ terribly/ extremely) sorry for…  تكملة الجملة 

5. Formally, you say 

 My apologies for…/ I apologize for 

6. Sympathy in serious and hard times   

 I’m sorry for your loss. ( somebody has died) 

 I’m sorry ,you have been unwell. (being sick) 

 I’m sorry, you lost your job. (out of job) 
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Q/ Respond to the following situation: 
You visited your friend with your family. Your children broke an expensive vase.   

What should you say? 

Your friend’s father has died . show  your sympathy .  

 

4. Request الطلب  

Could / Would you……., please ?  

 

Asking people to do things 

Could / would you   تكملة الجملة  + مصدر+ please? 

Could you wait for me , please? 

Would you call me a taxi, please? 

Would you bring me a cup of coffee, please? 

Answer: 

 Certainly , Not at all  

 
Q/ Respond to the following situation:  
You are in the restaurant reading the menu.  (Make a request) 

You are going to the airport. Ask your brother to call you a taxi .( use would)  

 

5. Permission  األستئذان  

I wonder/ May I/ Can I/ Do you mind….? 

 + base I wonder if you could   مصدر+  تكملة الجملة   ?

I wonder if you could give me the day off? 

May I go  to my friend’s birthday party tonight, please ? 

Can I take a two-day leave this week, Sir? It is very urgent. 

 

Agreeing: (الموافقة)  

 Yes , of course . 

 certainly 

Disagreeing: (عدم الموافقة)    

 I’m sorry I can’t 

 I’m sorry , but it’s not possible.  

Q/ Respond to the following situation: 
You have a party tonight.  You need your father’s permission. 

You need to take a leave for important reason. Your boss may not give you permission. 

6. Suggestion   األقتراحات  

suggest an idea/ Let’s do something  

You look very tired. I suggest you go to the doctor . 

Or  Let’s go to the doctor .  

Agreeing : 

 Good idea  All right  I agree  

Disagreeing :  

 But couldn't I  stay in bed ? 

 Well , to be honest I’m not very much interested in going to the doctor .  

Q/ Respond to the following situation:  
Fadi always go to school late . He might get punished. Suggest something using I suggest  
Your friend failed in the exam. Use (let’s) to suggest something for him 
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7. Preference    التفضيل  

Like/ prefer/ favorite 

What do you like to do after dinner? 

What do you prefer to have for lunch? 

What’s your favorite  color?              

Answers: 

 I like to take a walk. 

 I prefer to have fish for lunch. 

 My favorite color is violet.  

Agreement: 

 Do you ? So do I 

Disagreement: 

 Do you ? I don’t . I like  

Q/ Respond to the following situation:  

 State your preference of the game you like 

 I like football  

 Do you ? So do I  

 

8. Probability   األحتمال  

might/could be/ may be/ perhaps 

She might come soon. (maybe) 

She could be lost. (maybe) 

She may be sick. (maybe) 

Perhaps she is on the wrong bus. 

Perhaps she comes soon. 

 Q/ Respond to the following situations:  

why did the bus stop ? Has no petrol ! (use might) 

She is late to school. What do you think? (guess using perhaps)  

 

9. Certainty    التأكيد  

sure/ certain/positive 

I’m sure she did her best in the exam. 

She is certain he will succeed. 

The doctor was positive about the results. 

Q/ Respond to the following situations: 
Firas’ car broke down. Do you think he took his car to the mechanic?(use sure) 

The doctor did all the exams. The results were positive. Express his certainty.  

 

10. Conclusion    استنتاج  

must / must be/ must have been 

 He must  steal a car. 

 He must be tired 

 She must have been gone home. 

Q/ Respond to the following situations: 
The man went to prison. ( Draw conclusion. Use the prompt: steal a car) 

Ali took the day off . (Draw conclusion. Use the prompt : Tired)  

Amar was not at office. (Draw conclusion. Use the prompt : gone home)  
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Q1) Choose the right option that expresses the right language function of the underlined. 

1.  Kristin: Hello, Vian, Happy New Year to you and your family! 

    Vian: Thank you. Do come in. I'm glad you have come. 

(A) To wish 

(B) To request 

(C) To welcome 

(D) To inform 

2. Keane: The race will start at 8 a.m., won't it? 

    Clerk: That's right. After registration, you have to assemble at the starting line in the field. 

(A) To inform 

(B) To greet 

(C) To request 

(D) To describe 

3. Ronnie: Our team played badly, especially I. 

   Mat: It's all your fault. You have let the team down. 

(A) To advise 

(B) To blame 

(C) To warn 

(D) To protest 

4. David: Hello, Sam. You look worried. Can I help you? 

   Sam: Could you lend me twenty dollars? I need it urgently. 

(A) To inform 

(B) To describe 

(C) To offer 

(D) To request 

5. Billy: Why don't you borrow Aileen's bicycle? 

   Sarah: Her bicycle has a flat tyre. 

(A) To offer 

(B) To explain 

(C) To advise 

(D) To instruct 

Q2) Choose the right option.  

1. Why don’t you read in the library? It’s a calm place. 

a. Polite request             b. suggestion                 c. offer                   d. warning 

2. This type of questions differs from the former one. 

a. difference                  b. similarity                    c. prevention          d. blaming 

3.The infant is caught by fever . We ought to see a doctor. 

a. certainty                     b. probability                 c. obligation            d. offer 

4.The student is capable of solving all the problems in the sheet. 

a. ability                          b. advice                        c. preference         d. persuasion 

5. Well. I quite agree with you. The film was very interesting. 

a. conclusion                     b. request                     c. stating opinion    d. agreeing to an opinion 

Q3) Choose the most suitable answer from the following. 

1.The case is serous. We ………… see a doctor. 

a. will                            b. shall                         c. may            d. should 

2. The company is …………… overcome its financial problems . 

a. capable of                b. able to                      c. can             d. could 

3. Let’s …………… a walk in the open air. 

a. have                         b. has                            c. had            d. to have 

4.I have missed the bus. ……………you give me a lift? 

a. may                          b. could                         c. would          d. can 

5. She left early for the airport …………… that she could not miss the airplane. 

a. as                             b. in order                     c. so               d. for 
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Chapter Four: Written Conversation  
 

 Types of Problems in Conversations 

1. Details  
2. Idiomatic Expressions  
3. Suggestions  
4. Assumptions  
5. Predictions  
6. Implications  
7. Problems  
8. Topics 

  

1)) Details )التفاصيل( 

Details are specific facts stated in a conversation. In some conversations, you will recognize all of 

the information that you need to answer the problem correctly. You will NOT need to draw 

conclusions. When you read a conversation between two speakers, you must remember the details 

that were stated. 

EXAMPLE 

Man: How may I help you? 

Woman: I'd like to arrange a wake-up call for tomorrow morning at seven o'clock, please. 

When does the woman want to get up tomorrow? 
Answer: Seven o'clock in the morning. 

 

2)) Idiomatic Expressions )التعابير االصطالحية( 

Idiomatic expressions are words and phrases that are characteristic of a particular language with 

meanings that are usually different from the meanings of each of the words used alone. In some 

conversations, you will hear idiomatic expressions. When you read a conversation between two 

speakers, you must identify the idiomatic expressions. You will be expected to recognize them and 

restate the idiom or identify the feelings or attitudes of the speaker. 

EXAMPLE 

Man: I'm single. In fact, I've never been married. 

Woman: No kidding! 

What does the woman mean? 
Answer: She is surprised by the man's statement. 

 

3)) Suggestions )االقتراحات( 

A suggestion is a recommendation. In some conversations, you will read words and phrases that make 

a suggestion, such as "you should," "why don't you," or "why not." When you recognize the words and 

phrases that introduce a suggestion, you must be able to identify what the speaker suggested, and 

who made the suggestion. 

EXAMPLE 

Woman: Oh, no. Dr. Thompson's class is closed. 

Man: Already? 

Woman: I know. This is only the first day of registration. 

Man: Well, it's offered every term. Why don't you just take it next semester? 

What does the man suggest that the woman do? 
Answer: Wait until next semester to take Dr. Thompson's class. 
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4)) Assumptions )االفتراضات(  

An assumption is a statement accepted as true without proof or demonstration. In some 

conversations, an assumption is proven false, and the speaker or speakers who had made the 

assumption express surprise. When you read a conversation between two speakers, you must be able 

to recognize remarks that register surprise, and draw conclusions about the assumptions that the 

speaker may have made. 

EXAMPLE 

Woman: Let's just e-mail our response to Larry instead of calling. 

Man: Lorry has an e-mail address? 

What had the man assumed about Larry? 
Answer: He would not have an e-mail address. 

 

5)) Predictions )التنبئات( 

A prediction is a guess about the future based on evidence from the present. In some conversations, 

you will be asked to make predictions about the future activities of the speakers involved. When you 

read a conversation between two speakers, you must identify any evidence from which you may draw a 

logical conclusion about their future activities. 

EXAMPLE 

Man: Could you please book me on the next flight out to Los Angeles? 

Woman: I'm sorry, sir. Continental doesn't fly into Los Angeles. Why don't you try Northern or 

Worldwide? 

What will the man probably do? 
Answer: He will probably get a ticket for a flight on Northern or Worldwide Airlines. 

 

6)) Implications )المضمون( 

Implied means suggested, but not stated. In many ways, implied conversations are like prediction 

conversations. In some conversations, you will recognize words and phrases that will suggest to the 

speakers felt, what kind of work or activity they were involved in, or where the conversation may 

have taken place. When you read a conversation between two speakers, you must remember the 

information that will help you draw a conclusion about the situation. 

EXAMPLE 

Woman: Where's Anita? We were supposed to go to the library to study. 

Man: Well, here is her coat, and her books are over there on the chair. 

What does the man imply about Anita? 
Answer: Anita has not left for the library yet. 

 

7)) Problems )المشاكل( 

A problem is a situation that requires discussion or solution. In some conversations, you will identify 

the speakers discuss a problem. When you read a discussion between two speakers, you must be able 

to identify what the problem is.  

EXAMPLE 

Woman: It only takes two hours to get to New York, but you'll have a six-hour layover between 

flights. 

Man: Maybe you could try routing me through Philadelphia or Boston instead. 

What is the man's problem? 
Answer:  His flight connections are not very convenient. 
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8)) Topics )المواضيع( 

A topic is a main theme in a conversation. In some conversations, the speakers will discuss a 

particular topic. When you read a conversation, you must be able to identify the main topic from 

among several secondary themes that support the topic. 

EXAMPLE 

Man: Tell me about your trip to New York. 

Woman: It was great! We saw the Statue of Liberty and the Empire State Building and all of the 

tourist attractions the first day, then we saw the museums the second day and spent the rest of the 

time shopping and seeing shows. 

What are the man and woman talking about? 
Answer: The woman's trip. 

 

Task: Now practice …… 
Each Conversation in this part has four answer choices. You should choose the best answer: 
Conversation 1. 

Woman:    Have you heard anything about the new professor? 

Man:          Just that she's no pushover. 

1. WHAT DOES THE MAN SAY ABOUT THE PROFESSOR?? 

(A) She works very hard. 

(B) She is very strict. 

(C) Her classes fill up quickly. 

(D) It's easy to get good grades in her courses. 

Conversation 2. 

Man :  I need to get a copy of my birth certificate.       

Woman:   Sorry, but we can only accept requests by mail now. 

2. WHAT DOES THE WOMAN MEAN? 

(A) The office already mailed the man's birth certificates. 

(B) The office no longer issues birth certificate. 

(C) The man doesn’t have sufficient identification for his request. 

(D) The man will have to apply for his birth certificate in writing. 

Conversation 3. 

Woman:    When's the earliest flight from Washington to new York? 

Man:  There's a shuttle at six and if that's full, there's another at seven. 

3. WHAT DOES THE MAN MEAN? 

(A) The woman has a choice of early flights. 

(B) Not many planes go to Washington. 

(C) The woman should take the earlier flight.  

(D) The six o'clock flight is already filled. 

Conversation .4 

Man:   How's you like to help me plan the refreshments for the astronomy club meeting tomorrow night?  

Woman:   Sure, Let's be careful not to overdo it, though; last time we had enough for three clubs put together. 

4. WHAT HAD THE WOMAN MEAN? 

(A) She would rather not invite other clubs to join them. 

(B) They should prepare extra refreshments. 

(C) The members of the club always eat a lot. 

(D) There was too much food at a previous meeting. 

Conversation .5 

Man: Could you please explain the assignment for Monday, Miss Smith? 

Woman: Certainly. Read the next chapter in your textbook and come to class prepared to discuss what you've read. 

5. WHAT ARE THE SPEAKERS TALKING ABOUT? 

(A) The class. 

(B) The weekend. 

(C) Homework. 

(D) Books. 
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 Chapter Five: Writing Skill   
The Sentence 

A sentence is a group of words that expresses a complete thought.   

A sentence names someone or something and tells what that person or thing is or does. 

Example:         Sam went to the store. 

While a group of words that do not express a complete thought can’t be considered a sentence. 

Example:         Spent hours in gift shops. (Who?) 

Let’s practice a sentence or not? 

 - My family visited many places this year. 
 - Going to the house. 
 - Make things by hand. 
 - Machines change people’s lives. 
 - I love to watch movies. 
 Notice-don’t forget that a sentence always begins with a capital letter and ends with an end mark, a dot. 

Firstly, according to the form or the structure a sentence can be classified into: 

Simple, Compound and Complex Sentences. 

  A- Simple Sentences 

Simple sentences have one verb and one action. 

The man walked home. 

The tall man with a beard walked home in the pouring rain 

B- Compound Sentences 

Compound sentences have two verbs and are joined together by a conjunction (FANBOYS: for, and, 

nor, but, or, yet, so), both parts of the sentence make sense on their own. 

The dog barked and it woke the baby. 

I opened the door so she could come inside. 

C- Complex Sentences 

Complex sentences can have more than one verb. They usually have conjunctions like, if, when, 

because, whenever etc… .They have a main clause and subordinate clause. The subordinate clause 

cannot work without the main clause. 

The baby woke up when the doorbell rang 

I can't help you if you can't tell me what's wrong 
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Exercises 

Read the following sentence and decide if they are simple, compound or complex. 

1. The boy at his lunch. 

2. The unhappy boy with no shoes ate his tiny lunch on the door step in the rain. 

3. After dinner, the baby woke up his mother with a loud yell. 

4. The dog barked and the baby woke up 

5. The police caught them and put them in jail. 

6. She lived in Hull for many years but she didn't like it. 

7. The dog barked because it was lonely 

8. Because the dog barked, the baby woke up 

9. The dog barked until the baby woke up 

10. I was very happy when I first came to Hull. 

 

Write three simple sentences 

1. ___________________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________________ 

 

Write three compound sentences 

1. ___________________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________________ 

 

Write three complex sentences 

1. ___________________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________________ 
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Secondly, according to the function a sentence can be classified into: 

1.  Declarative-   (.), it makes a statement, 

 - I love to watch old movies. 

 2. Interrogative- (?), it asks a question 

 - What kind of candy do you like? 

 3. Imperative- (.), it gives a command, order, etc., 

 - Go get the paper off the porch. 

4. Exclamatory- (!), it shows strong feeling or emotions, 

          - What a beautiful view it is! 

5- Conditional- it contains a condition and a result. 

- If you pass the test, I’ll give you a gift. 
 

Ways to join the sentences  

The conjunctions are words used to join different sentences. In the exercises that follow we will 

practice some of the main ways in which different ideas can be joined to make complete sentences. 

The main conjunctions used to form compound sentences are:  

and, but, yet, so, both…..and, either…..or, neither….nor, not only…..but 

- Both my wife and I went out early yesterday. 
- We will have either to wait for them or to leave a message. 
- He neither took my advice nor his father advice. 

Now practice  

1- He was in Italy last year. Now he has returned home. (but) 

2- He told me to leave. He told me never to call again. (not only…but) 

3-I have often invited here. He has never come. (yet) 

4-He did not tell me the truth. I misunderstood him.(either ….or) 

5-I forget my umbrella. I had to return home. (so) 

To make complex sentences we use the following relative pronouns (who, whom, which, whose, that)  

- The man whom you saw yesterday is my brother 

- He has received the money which I sent him. 
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- The men who will be playing on Saturday all belong to our local club 

- This is the house that jack built. 

- It is Ahmed whose money got stolen yesterday. 

Now practice 

1- Mr. John bought a new house. He has furnished it beautifully. 

2- There were a lot of people at the party. I had not met them before. 

3- I have a few relatives. They live in the country. 

4- The man had to pay a fine. His car was parked on the wrong side of the road. 

5- He is a lazy student. I can never depend on him. 

We use the following ways to include questions in sentences, note that in an indirect question the 

subject must be placed before the verb: 

- I cannot remember where I left my coat. 

- He asked me when my brother would arrive. 

- You did not tell me how much this shirt cost. 

Now practice 

1- Why did he refuse to see me? You must find out. 

2- How did you find out my address? Please tell me. 

3- Did he leave the firm? Ask him why. 

4- How did he recognize you? I can’t understand it. 

5- What time does the train arrive? No one seems to know. 

Other junctions are used to give reasons or for justifications are  

(as, since, because, now that, so….that, such…….that, to, in order to, so as to, etc…..). 

Study these examples: 

- We didn’t expect you because you did not let us know you were coming 

- Now that it has stopped raining, I shall not have to take an umbrella. 

- You had better not stay too long as I have a lot of work to do. 

- The little boy hid behind the door in order that his aunt might not see him. 
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Now practice 

1- He was so glad to see me. He asked me to stay the night. 

2- It is raining heavily. I will not go out. 

3- He is sure to pass his examination. He has worked so hard. 

4- He is so shy person. He dislikes talking to strangers. 

5- The thief drove quickly out of the town. He did not want the police to catch him. 

6- He went into the room quietly. He did not want to disturb his brother who was asleep. 

Finally we can use the following to join the sentences: 

although, even though, however, even if, in spite of, etc……..) 

- Although I wrote to him several times, I received no answer. 

- He still not good enough for the football team in spite of his good skills in football. 

- We are determined to get there; however, it is far away. 

- The journey takes too long even if you go by plane. 

Now practice 

1- We are going on an excursion. The weather is bad. 

2- He speaks English so well. He has never been to France.  

3- I should not work for him if I were you. It does not matter if he offers you a big salary. 

4- I still think the film is poor. It does not matter so many people enjoyed it. 

5- I am sure he won’t come. It does matter how long you wait. 

What is the Paragraph? 

If you look at any printed prose book, you will see that each chapter is divided up into sections, the 

first line of each being indented slightly to the right. These sections are called paragraphs. Chapters, 

essays and other prose compositions are broken up to paragraphs; to make the reading of them 

easier, for the beginning of a new paragraph marks a change of topic, or a step in the development of 

an argument of a story. In writing essays or other compositions, it is important to know how to divide 

them properly into paragraphs; for an essay not so broken up, looks uninteresting and is not easy to 

read. 

A paragraph is a number of sentences grouped together and relating to one topic; or, a group 

of related sentences that develop a single point. 
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These definitions show that the paragraphs of a composition are not arbitrary divisions. The division 

of a chapter into paragraphs must be made according to the changes of ideas introduced. There is, 

therefore, no rule as to the length of paragraphs. They may be short or long according to the 

necessity of the case. A paragraph may consist of a single sentence or of many sentences. 

Principles of Paragraph Structure: 

1- Unity- Just as each sentence deals with one thought, each paragraph must deal with one topic or 

idea- and with no more than one. In writing an essay, for example, every head, and every sub-head, 

should its own paragraph to itself. And every sentence in a paragraph must be closely connected with 

the main topic of the paragraph. The paragraph and every part of it must be the expression of one 

topic. The topic, theme or subject of a paragraph is very often expressed in one sentence of the 

paragraph-generally the first. This sentence is called the controlling or topical sentence because it 

states the topic or the key-sentence as it unlocks or opens the subject to be dealt with in the 

paragraph. 

2- Order- that is, logical sequence of thought or development of the subject. Events must be 

related in the order of their occurrence, and all ideas should be connected with the leading idea and 

arranged according to their importance or order.  

Note- the two most important sentences in the paragraph are the first and last. The first, which 

should contain controlling idea, should arouse the interest of the reader; and the last should satisfy 

it. The first sentence states the topic—a fact, a statement, or a proposition; the last should bring 

the whole paragraph on this topic to a conclusion, or summing up. 

3- Variety- by which is meant that, to avoid monotony, the paragraph of a composition should be of 

different length, and not always of the same sentence composition. 

To sum up, the essentials of a good paragraph construction are: 

1- Unity.  

2-  A good topical sentence.             

3- Logical sequence of thought.  

4- Variety.  

5- A full and rounded final sentence in conclusion. 

The Structure of a Good Paragraph: 

A good paragraph is a unit of information unified by a controlling idea. The paragraph is a 

good one only if the reader completely understands the unit of information it contains and if its 

controlling idea is completely developed. The controlling ideal is the central idea that is developed in a 

paragraph. Therefore, the controlling idea is the summary of all the information contained in its 

paragraph. Consequently, no information that cannot be summarized by the controlling idea can be 

included in a paragraph. Thus, the controlling idea is a restricting idea because it limits the 

information that can be included in its paragraph. It must be completely developed and explained in 
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its paragraph. Having read a paragraph, the reader should not have to ask questions that should have 

been answered in that paragraph.  

For example, read the following paragraph: 

 “There are three reasons why john is not going to university. In the first place, his father is 

dead if john went to university, his mother would be left all alone. She has a few friends, but 

they do not live very near, and she would probably have to spend most evenings alone. 

Consequently, although john wants to go to university very much, he is going to get a job near 

home instead.”(only one reason is given) 

Since the controlling idea restricts the information that can be included in the paragraph, it follows 

that the writer must exclude information that does not develop the controlling idea and include only 

the information that does develop it.  

For example the controlling idea:  

“I heard some good news from Mary Smith last week”   should only include information about it 

i.e. (good news from Mary last week). 

The sentence which contains the controlling idea is called topic sentence because it contains the idea 

or topic that is developed and explained in the rest of the paragraph. This sentence may be found in 

any position in a paragraph: at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end. A topic sentence containing 

the controlling idea provides a clear guide both to the writer and to the reader to what is relevant to 

be included in a paragraph and what is irrelevant to be excluded from it. 

Sometimes the controlling idea of a paragraph is not stated in a single sentence. Consequently, there 

may not be a sentence that can be described as the topic sentence; it is called an implied controlling 

idea. Perhaps with an implied controlling idea very frequently occur in an essay or a letter. 

“John gets up at six-thirty in the morning. At seven-twenty he eats breakfast. At eight o’clock 

he goes to work. John gets back from work at five-forty. In the evening he watches TV or 

visits his friends. He usually goes to bed around eleven.”  

Major and Minor Sentences: 

With exception to the controlling idea, each sentence in a good paragraph can be classified into one 

of two groups: major support sentences or minor support sentences. 

1- Major Support Sentences 

They have only one job, they develop the controlling idea of a paragraph by telling the reader 

something new or different about that idea. They directly support the controlling idea by making that 

idea more easily understood. 

2- Minor Support Sentences 
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They have two functions:  

a- they develop their major support sentences by telling the reader something new or 

different about these sentences, and  

b- at the same time they help their major support sentences to develop the controlling idea. 

They directly support their major sentences by making them easily understood. They 

indirectly support the controlling idea of the paragraph by helping their major support 

sentences make that idea more easily understood. Therefore, minor support sentences must 

be closely related both to their major support sentences and to controlling idea of the 

paragraph. Minors support sentences are essential to the reader’s understanding of the 

paragraph.  

Now study the following paragraph: 

“White’s is a good drugstore. It is very modern and clean inside. Drugstores should always be 

clean. Housewives like to sit, have tea, coffee, or a soft drink, and gossip there after 

shopping. White’s is a good place to buy soap, razor blades, shaving cream, toothbrushes, 

tooth-paste, and other toilet article. There is always a large choice, and the prices are always 

reasonable.”   

Now practice: Write a short essay about the Importance of Mathematics 

Essay Sample:  
 Importance of Mathematics 

It is said that Mathematics is the gate and key of the Science. According to the famous Philosopher Kant, "A 
Science is exact only in so far as it employs Mathematics". So, all scientific education which does not commence with 
Mathematics is said to be defective at its foundation. Neglect of mathematics works injury to all knowledge. 

One who is ignorant of mathematics cannot know other things of the World. Again, what is worse, who are 
thus ignorant are unable to perceive their own ignorance and do not seek any remedy. So Kant says, "A natural 
Science is a Science in so far as it is mathematical". And Mathematics has played a very important role in building up 
modern Civilization by perfecting all Science. 

In this modern age of Science and Technology, emphasis is given on Science such as Physics, Chemistry, 
Biology, Medicine and Engineering. Mathematics, which is a Science by any criterion, also is an efficient and 
necessary tool being employed by all these Sciences. As a matter of fact, all these Sciences progress only with the aid 
of Mathematics. So it is aptly remarked, "Mathematics is a Science of all Sciences and art of all arts." 

Mathematics is a creation of human mind concerned chiefly with ideas, processes and reasoning. It is much 
more than Arithmetic, more than Algebra more than Geometry. Also it is much more than Trigonometry, Statistics, 
and Calculus. 

Mathematics includes all of them. Primarily mathematics is a way of thinking, a way of organizing a logical 
proof. As a way reasoning, it gives an insight into the power of human mind, so this forms a very valuable discipline 
of teaching-learning programmes of school subjects everywhere in the world of curious children. So the pedagogy of 
Mathematics should very carefully be built in different levels of school education. 

In the pedagogical study of mathematics we mainly concern ourselves with two things; the manner in which 
the subject matter is arranged or the method the way in which it is presented to the pupils or the mode of 
presentation. Mathematics is intimately connected with everyday life and necessary to successful conduct of affairs. 
It is an instrument of education found to be in conformity with the needs of human mind. 

Teaching of mathematics has its aims and objectives to be incorporated in the school curricula. If and when 
Mathematics is removed, the back-bone of our material civilization would collapse. So is the importance of 
Mathematics and its pedagogic. 

Note: (the number of words in this passage is about 420 words of maximum 500 words) 
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Chapter Six: Common Vocabulary 
1)) Colorful and Useful English Idioms:  
1. as easy as pie means "very easy" (same as "a piece of cake")  

Example: He said it is a difficult problem, but I don't agree. It seems as easy as pie to me!  

2. be sick and tired of means "I hate" (also "can't stand")  

Example: I'm sick and tired of doing nothing but work. Let's go out tonight and have fun. 

3. bend over backwards means "try very hard" (maybe too much!)  

Example: He bent over backwards to please his new wife, but she never seemed satisfied.  

4. bite off more than one can chew means "take responsibility for more than one can manage"  

Example: John is so far behind in his studies. Besides classes, he plays sports and works at a part-time job. It 

seems he has bitten off more than he can chew.  

5. broke means "to have no money"  

Example: I have to borrow some money from my Dad. Right now, I'm broke.  

6. change one's mind means "decide to do something different from what had been decided earlier"  

Example: I was planning to work late tonight, but I changed my mind. I'll do extra work on the weekend instead.  

7. Cut it out! means "stop doing something bad"  

Example: That noise is really annoying. Cut it out!  

8. drop someone a line means "send a letter or email to someone"  

Example: It was good to meet you and I hope we can see each other again. Drop me a line when you have time.  

9. figure something out means "come to understand a problem"  

Example: I don't understand how to do this problem. Take a look at it. Maybe you can figure it out.  

10. fill in for someone means "do their work while they are away"  

Example: While I was away from the store, my brother filled in for me.  

11. in ages means "for a very long time"  

Example: Have you seen Joe recently? I haven't seen him in ages.  

12. give someone a hand means "help"  

Example: I want to move this desk to the next room. Can you give me a hand?  

13. hit the hay means "go to bed" (also "hit the sack")  

Example: It's after 12 o'clock. I think it's time to hit the hay.  

14. in the black means "the business is making money, it is profitable"  

Example: Our business is really improving. We've been in the black all year.  

15. in the red means "the business is losing money, it is unprofitable"  

Example: Business is really going poorly these days. We've been in the red for the past three months.  

16. in the nick of time means "not too late, but very close!"  

Example: I got to the drugstore just in the nick of time. It's a good thing, because I really need this medicine!  

17. keep one's chin up means "remain brave and keep on trying"  

Example: I know things have been difficult for you recently, but keep your chin up. It will get better soon.  

18. know something like the back of your hand means "know something very, very well"  

Example: If you get lost, just ask me for directions. I know this part of town like the back of my hand  

19. once in a while means "sometimes, not very often"  

Example: Have you been to the new movie theater? No, only see movies once in a while. I usually stay home.  

20. sharp means "exactly at a that time"  

Example: I'll meet you at 9 o'clock sharp. If you're late, we'll be in trouble!  

21. sleep on it means "think about something before making a decision"  

Example: That sounds like a good deal, but I'd like to sleep on it before I give you my final decision.  

22. take it easy means "relax"  

Example: I don't have any special plans for the summer. I think I'll just take it easy.  

23. to get the ball rolling means "start something, especially something big"  

Example: We need to get this project started as soon as possible.I'm hoping you will help me get the ball rolling.  

24. up to the minute means "the most recent information"  

Example: I wish I knew more about what is happening in the capital city. We need more up to the minute news.  
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25. twenty-four/seven means "every minute of every day, all the time"  

Example: You can access our web site 24/7. It's very convenient!  

26. all of a sudden means "unexpectedly", used to describe something that happens very quickly  

Example: He had just gone to bed when all of a sudden the phone rang.  

27. be all ears means "eager and ready to listen"  

Example: Go ahead and speak. I'm all ears!  

28. be fed up with means "to hate something now, even though I may have liked it before"  

Example: I'm fed up with my job! I think I should start looking for a new one.  

29. to bug means "to bother someone". (American English)  

Example: Hey, stop tapping your fingers. It's really bugging me!  

30. a cinch means something that is very easy to do  

Example: I didn't think I could run five kilometers, but with the right preparation, it was a cinch.  

31. cost an arm and a leg means "very expensive"  

Example: I'd really like a new car, but they all cost an arm and a leg.  

32. to cram means "to study hard a few days before a test"  

Example: If you had studied hard for the past four months, you wouldn't have to cram so much this weekend.  

33. fresh out of something means "to have no more of something"  

Example: I have to go buy some more milk. It seems we're fresh out now.  

34. to get it (often negative) means "to understand"  

Example: What did the teacher say? I didn't get it. Did you?  

35. got a minute? means "Do you have time right now?"  

Example: Hey, Joe, got a minute? I have something to show you.  

36. give someone a hand means "help someone"  

Example: Could you give me a hand moving this table? It's quite heavy.  

37. grab a bite to eat means "quickly go get something to eat"  

Example: I'm going to go grab a bite. I'll be back in a few minutes.  

38. drive someone up a wall (or "drive someone crazy") means "to make someone very angry"  

Example: My neighbor practices the piano every night, but he's terrible. It's driving me up the wall!  

39. to hang on means "to wait"  

Example: Hang on a few minutes. I have to make a phone call and then I'll be able to join you for lunch.  

40. hard headed means "stubborn" or "unwilling to change an opinion or idea  

Example: I can't work with Joe any more. He's so hard headed!  

41. have a change of heart means "change a previous decision"  

Example: I thought I would change jobs, but now that my boss is treating me with more respect, I've had a 

change of heart.  

42. have mixed feelings about something means "to be uncertain"  

Example: I have mixed feelings about Joe. He's a very good teacher, but he has a very strange sense of humor!  

43. head out for means "to start on a long trip" (but it could be within a big city)  

Example: We're heading out for the countryside to pick some apples. Would you like to join us?  

44. How come? means "Why?"  

Example: How come we don't go to the movies anymore? I guess we're too busy to enjoy ourselves these days.  

45. keep in touch (or "stay in touch") means "do not stop communicating - send letters or call sometimes"  

Example: Don't forget to keep in touch. I want to know how you're doing while you're away.  

46. be kidding means "to joke or tease someone in a playful way"  

Example: No, I don't really have three wives - I was just kidding!  

47. look down on means "think someone or something is not good enough"  

Example: We shouldn't look down on people just because they don't have as much money as we do.  

48. make ends meet (often used negatively) means "to have enough money to buy everything we need"  

Example: Even though I make more money than last year, we just can't seem to make ends meet.  

49. miss the boat means "to miss an opportunity"  

Example: The sale ends today at noon. If we don't hurry, we're going to miss the boat!  
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2)) 1000 must have English words: 
  

The There my name Such 

Of Use than good Because 

And An first sentence Turn 

A each water man Here 

to which been think Why 

in she call say Ask 

Is do who great Went 

You how oil where Men 

That their its help Read 

It If now through Need 

He will find much Land 

Was up long before Different 

For other down line Home 

On about day right Us 

Are out did too move 

As many get mean Try 

With then come old Kind 

His them made any Hand 

They these may same Picture 

I so part tell Again 

At some over boy Change 

Be her new follow Off 

This would sound came Play 

Have make take want Spell 

From like only show Air 

or him little also Away 

one into work around Animal 

had time know form House 

by has place three Point 

word look year small Page 

but two live set Letter 

not more me put Mother 

what write back end Answer 

all go give does Found 

were see most another Study 

we number very well Still 

when no after large Learn 

your way thing must Should 

can could our big America 

said people just even World 
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high life watch usually Five 

every always far didn’t Step 

near those Indian friends Morning 

add both really easy Passed 

food paper almost heard Vowel 

between together let order true 

own got above red hundred 

below group girl door against 

country often sometimes sure pattern 

plant run mountain become numeral 

last important cut top table 

school until young ship north 

father children talk across slowly 

keep side soon today money 

tree feet list during map 

never car song short farm 

start mile being better pulled 

city night leave best draw 

earth walk family however voice 

eye white it’s low seen 

light sea body hours cold 

thought began music black cried 

head grow color products plan 

under took stand happened notice 

Story river sun whole south 

saw four question measure sing 

left carry fish remember war 

don’t state area early ground 

few once mark waves fall 

while book dog reached king 

along hear horse listen town 

might stop birds wind I’ll 

close without problem rock unit 

something second complete space figure 

seem later room covered certain 

next miss knew fast field 

hard idea since several travel 

open enough ever hold wood 

example eat piece himself fire 

begin face told toward upon 

done stay object region arms 

English green am return brother 
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road known rule believe race 

halt island among dance Present 

ten week noun members Beautiful 

fly less power picked Store 

gave machine cannot simple Job 

box base able cells Edge 

finally ago six paint Past 

wait stood size mind Sign 

correct plane dark love Record 

oh system ball cause Finished 

quickly behind material rain Discovered 

person ran special exercise Wild 

became round heavy eggs Happy 

shown boat fine train Beside 

minutes game pair blue Gone 

strong force circle wish Sky 

verb brought include drop Glass 

stars understand built developed Million 

front warm can’t window West 

feel common matter difference Lay 

fact bring square distance Weather 

inches explain syllables heart Root 

street dry perhaps sit Instruments 

decided though bill sum Meet 

contain language felt summer Third 

course shape suddenly wall Months 

surface deep test forest Paragraph 

produce thousands direction probably Raised 

building yes center legs Represent 

ocean clear farmers sat Soft 

class equation ready main Whether 

note yet anything winter Clothes 

nothing government divided wide Flowers 

rest filled general written Shall 

carefully heat energy length Teacher 

scientists full subject reason Held 

inside hot Europe kept Describe 

wheels check moon interest Drive 
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cross temperature fraction grew Suppose 

speak bright Africa skin Woman 

solve lead killed valley Coast 

appear everyone melody cents Bank 

metal method bottom key Period 

son section trip president wire 

either lake hole brown choose 

ice consonant poor trouble clean 

sleep within let’s cool visit 

village Dictionary fight cloud bit 

factors hair surprise lost whose 

result age French sent received 

jumped amount died symbols garden 

snow scale beat wear please 

ride pounds exactly bad strange 

care although remain save caught 

floor per dress experiment fell 

hill broken iron engine team 

pushed moment couldn’t alone God 

baby tiny fingers drawing captain 

buy possible row east direct 

century gold least pay ring 

outside milk catch single serve 

everything quiet climbed touch child 

tall natural wrote information desert 

already lot shouted express increase 

instead stone continued mouth history 

phrase act itself yard cost 

soil build else equal maybe 

bed middle plains Decimal business 

copy speed gas yourself separate 

free count England control break 

hope cat burning practice uncle 

spring someone design report hunting 

case sail joined straight flow 

laughed rolled foot rise lady 

nation bear law statement students 

quite wonder ears stick human 

type smiled grass party art 

themselves angle you’re seeds Feeling 
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supply Sense meat France workers 

corner String lifted repeated Washington 

electric Blow process column Greek 

insects Famous army western women 

crops Value hat church bought 

tone Wings property Sister led 

hit Movement particular oxygen march 

sand Pole swim Plural northern 

doctor Exciting terms various create 

provide Branches current agreed British 

thus thick park opposite difficult 

won’t blood sell Wrong match 

cook lie shoulder Chart win 

bones spot industry prepared doesn’t 

tail bell wash Pretty Steel 

board fun block solution total 

modern loud spread Fresh deal 

compound consider cattle Shop determine 

mine suggested wife Suffix evening 

wasn’t thin sharp especially nor 

fit position company Shoes rope 

addition entered radio actually cotton 

belong fruit we’ll Nose apple 

safe tied action Afraid details 

Soldiers rich capital Dead entire 

guess dollars factories Sugar corn 

silent send settled adjective substances 

trade sight yellow Fig smell 

rather chief isn’t Office tools 

compare Japanese southern Huge conditions 

crowd stream truck Gun cows 

poem planets fair similar track 

enjoy rhythm printed Death arrived 

elements eight wouldn’t Score located 

indicate science ahead forward sir 

except major chance stretched seat 

expect observe born experience division 

flat tube level Rose effect 

seven necessary triangle Allow underline 

interesting weight molecules Fear View 

 


